
Imre Kifor 
 

Newton, MA 02464 
ikifor@gmail.com 
I have no phone 
I have no valid driver’s license 
I have to move to a homeless shelter 
https://femfas.net 

November 2, 2023 

Sen. Elizabeth Warren   Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez     Rep. Ayanna Pressley  
309 Hart Senate OB   250 Cannon House OB      402 Cannon House OB 
Washington, DC 20510  Washington, DC  20515      Washington, DC 20515 

American Civil Liberties Union 
125 Broad Street, 18th Floor 

New York, NY 10004 
(via legalresources@aclum.org) 

Please Protect Our U.S. Constitution From A Marxist (And Communist) “Silent Insurrection” 

Dear Senator Warren, 
Dear Representatives Ocasio-Cortez and Pressley, 

I am addressing this letter to you as our de facto feminist leaders. I grew up in communism, and as a 
brainwashed child, e.g., forced to plead allegiance to the Romanian dictators (both Nicolae and Elena 
Ceausescu) daily in school, I learned that women and men are equally and crucially valuable in society. 

That and universal healthcare (which is currently denied to me by my State until I relent and abandon 
my children) were the few good things in communism. The foundation itself, the Marxist (and therefore 
Communist) “equity-based” justice principle, the very subject of this open letter, by and large, was not. 

To continue, I need to borrow the American Civil Liberties Union’s eloquent mission statement: “The 
ACLU dares to create a more perfect union — beyond one person, party, or side. Our mission is to 
realize this promise of the United States Constitution for all and expand the reach of its guarantees.” 

The “promise,” i.e., our Constitution, is the most fundamental difference between our nation and the rest 
of the world. Judging by the millions and millions of “aliens” risking their lives to cross our borders, the 
value proposition of our Constitution is also immense (in other words, consider the number of people 
lining up to enter Russia, China, Iran, North Korea, etc.). Moreover, one can safely assume that without 
our Constitution, we would have no chance of competing with any of those “homogenous” countries. 

Yet, our leadership, The White House, deliberately attempted to directly subvert our U.S. Constitution 
with the 2/16/2023 Presidential Executive Order. In a bona fide “silent insurrection,” The White House 
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aims to substitute the Constitution’s “equally protect rights” with a Marxist (and Communist) “specially 
protect from others” promise. The White House attempted to carelessly deceive the American People 
that such naively enumerated, e.g., “LGBTQ+”-based virtue signaling, would “advance equity for all.” 

Rational deductive logic dictates that any “specially protect from others” Marxist (and Communist) ideal 
by any government can only “advance equity for some.” Evil Marxist intellectuals realized this paradox 
long ago and deliberately built their immense and populist powers on its purposely sadistic promise of 
“dialectic materialism” or simply eternal struggle (and war, see the intractable Middle Eastern conflict).  

Exposed to the Marxist (and Communist) “weaponized psychology,” I meticulously documented a now 
10+ years-long “legal proof” substantiating the above allegations of fabricated “high conflicts” and 
careless deception. Through endless struggle, induced indigency, forced separation, and an implied long-
term house arrest, I diligently “fought” through all the courts until I arrived at our U.S. Supreme Court. I 
docketed my pro se and forma pauperis Petition For Writ Of Certiorari, No 23-5932, just yesterday.   

My petition explicitly contrasts the fabricated feminist “women never lie” equity with one’s “ultimate” 
equity, i.e., one’s true “identity,” that is, one’s unique constitutionally protected personal experiences. In 
the context of our Constitution and our antidiscrimination statutes, it points to the need to prioritize all 
possible equities, even all arbitrarily made-up ones. I succeeded in constructing and filing the petition. 

But I am alone, i.e., infinitely weak and quickly silenced and enslaved, especially by the Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts. Being our de facto feminist leader, who solemnly swore to protect our Constitution, if 
you believe that the feminist “women never lie” equity should not arbitrarily override and subvert our 
Constitution, please consider helping my petition with an Amicus Curiae filed with the Supreme Court. 

Respectfully, 
/s/ Imre Kifor, Pro Se 

Enclosure 

Cc: Katherine B. Dirks, Esq. (Assistant Attorney General), via katherine.dirks@mass.gov 
 Michael G. Xavier, Esq. (for ), via mxavier@princelobel.com 
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Imre Kifor 
 

Acton, MA 01720 
https://femfas.net and https://qnarre.com  
ikifor@gmail.com 

September 1, 2020 (mailed September 7, 2020) 

Governor Charles D. Baker  Rep. Ayanna Pressley  Sheriff Peter J. Koutoujian 
24 Beacon St., Mass. State House US Congresswoman  Middlesex Sheriff’s Office 
Office of the Governor, Room 280 1700 Dorchester Avenue 400 Mystic Ave, 4th Floor 
Boston, MA 02133   Dorchester, MA 02124 Medford, MA 02155 

”Systemic Racism,” “Toxic Masculinity,” etc. - Deadly “Weaponized Psychology” Deceptions 

Dear Respected Governor Charles Baker,  
Dear Respected US Congresswoman Ayanna Pressley and Sheriff Peter J. Koutoujian, 

I have never written a letter like this. As my previous letters or emails to public officials (accumulating, 
child-protective snapshots and links at https://femfas.net) and my countless ignored court filings and 
Affidavits of Indigency show, “I do not have a phone, nor even $40 for the Middlesex Sheriff for 
summons, just as presented in the Middlesex Superior Court.” Despite my extensive pleadings, e.g. 60+ 
hearings, 18 just recently in front of a now combined 7 Cambridge Family Court judges, along with 6 
trashed Appeals Court dockets, a recent court order demanding me to pay the “legal fees” of an elite, 
million-dollar cruel child-predator “Partner of The Best Lawyers In America© 2021” still stands. 

This lawyer, Michael Xavier, from Prince Lobel Tye LLP, deliberately deceived and lied in court about 
the many facts surrounding these monstrous parallel cases about 4 young, deeply tortured Massachusetts 
children, see my attached letter to the DOJ and US Secretaries, titled “Elite” Child Predators From 
Harvard And Yale Openly Torturing Young American Boys”. This is a “family lawyer,” who would first 
prohibit any direct contact between a loving father and the mother of his children, only to then withhold 
the heartfelt birthday wishes of the father to his dear children, that was emailed directly to his official 
attorney’s email address. This same shameless narcissist would then go to the Family Court and flat out 
lie to the judge, “corroborating” the cruel, malicious and fraudulent report of another lawyer, an ARC 
John Ronan, forcefully appointed on-purpose against the hapless children to cover-up systemic fraud, 
conveniently claiming that the “dangerous” father would forget even about his dear children’s birthdays.  

My recently filed Affidavit of Proof (of long-term and steady professional work) states, “As actions 
have consequences, the Family Court’s decision to systemically and utterly invalidate Father and his life 
resulted in publicly rendering him a “white slave,” with no rights afforded, forcefully constrained to a 
long-term house arrest, and with no health insurance allowed during a global pandemic.” While I have 
been continually reassuring the courts that I was an eager, able, capable, and highly-trained professional, 
ready to support my dear children, I also forwarded to these “trusted” Officers of the Court my 800+ 
desperate applications/emails to local and national employers, along with my full financial disclosure.  
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The sadistic lawyers, openly preying on fatherless, and motherless, children, still bullied the then just 
appointed judge to order me to “flip burgers” for a minimum wage, when the accumulated, in-arrears 
child supports are now at $165,000+ (they were $0 when we started in 2018). The non-biological, but  
still millionaire, proud “Whole Foods cashier” mother smiled when finally the Cambridge Family Court 
sent me to jail for not having $255. The family judge did that without allowing me to present any of my 
now filed 12,000+ pages of evidence, and without allowing me to call any of my relevant witnesses. 

With all the horrific, seemingly purpose fabricated “high-conflict” rhetoric in the national news, see my 
attached, Dear “Biden Press”: The "Elites" Are Ripping Our American Children Apart email, including 
“systemic racism,” and “police brutality,” it is telling that the same Cambridge Family Court, in a 
seemingly intimidating fashion - just before my cases were heard on April 24, 2019, - repeated the 
apparently routine and brutal sentencing of a “used up” black father. His white “elite” lawyer ex-wife 
demanded it, for him not having money and being unable to quickly secure employment. That same little 
“progressive” white female judge effectively assassinated a big black father, as it is common knowledge 
that once any American man goes to jail, his chances of properly supporting his children are eliminated. 

In light of a deeply unsettling recent “panic”-activation (it lasted only 3 days) of a 1,000 Mass. National 
Guard soldiers, I personally find our high profile “progressive star,” US Rep. Ayanna Pressley’s recent 
violence inducing solicitations, ”You know, there needs to be unrest in the streets for as long as 
there’s unrest in our lives,” misguided, deadly deceiving, and most importantly, betraying for her 
desperately trusting black constituents. Without a doubt, blacks in America are “victimized,” which is a 
blinded, helpless and manipulated state of mind, that millions of “privileged” whites have already 
painfully experienced, through the most devastating “human slavery” known as socialism/communism.  

Blacks are not “systemically” brutalized by the police, but by our courts, and the most intelligent human 
predators, the “elite” lawyers acting in “fun” and with absolute impunity. Arriving to the Middlesex Jail, 
on October 21, 2019, I did not have the $2,500, nor even the judge’s next day’s “great deal” of $1,464 
for a “purge.” As a novice inmate, I immediately recalled all the “privileged” and “white history” books 
I had read about surviving the Nazi concentration camps, and the Soviet and Romanian Gulags, see my 
attached letter, Dear Sen. Warren: "Arbeit Macht Frei" (Nazi Auschwitz) - And PLEASE RESIGN. 

Specifically, the only way to survive without being deliberately and cruelly crushed... and completely 
driven away from my children... by the “progressive” Cambridge Family Court... was to continue to 
repeat to myself: “I have absolutely no rights, I must never react to provocations, I must not be 
trapped... thus I am simply nothing”, just as any surviving hated minority of tyrannies has learned.  

Immediately memorizing the “Jail Handbook,” by paying attention to the valuation of  “compromising” 
goods, I promptly, silently and respectfully started helping and working as much as possible, all under 
constantly recorded conditions - as I often saw my own bald head on the guards’ computer monitors. 

“Work sets you free” is a universal truth, not just in the American, but in all “slaveries” or tyrannies. In 
the communist Romania, after I was cruelly punished and relocated far from my family, friends and 
culture, I still saw a significant break. I was forcefully assigned to an isolated factory. But one profitable 
enough to buy the latest “Russian-made”, but entirely American DEC PDP-11 computers. Working day 
and night, reading the still English manuals from Reading Mass., gave me not just friendly dinners with 
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the directors’s family but, once in the US, it also secured me full tuition and fellowship in the Computer 
Science department at Boston University, from our then largest employer, Digital Equipment Corp. 

Always being a hard worker, but with an also fair, tolerant and open attitude, seemingly was enough for 
me to have the only black professor at BU notice me. No wonder I followed him, his mantra was just 
like mine, “work hard, keep your head down, and be invisible”. I have always been grateful to Prof. 
Bryant W. York, see online, for generously supporting a just arrived naive and “ignorant immigrant,” 
back in September of 1986. And I will always look up with deep respect to his “...My legacy is that I 
helped to create the luxury of the single-identity black computer science researcher... - Dr. York”. 

A vastly different, but still similar experience unfolded in the Middlesex Jail. Another inmate, a loving 
black father of a newborn little girl, as I learned later, approached me and helped me, the novice inmate, 
to navigate the treacherous “inside world.” “Shawn” immediately appreciated my work ethic, as it was 
just like his. Without knowing details about each other, as we were in jail, we shared life’s philosophies.  

Looking forward to his imminent release, to finally see his new daughter, he became exuberant. A 
celebratory “party,” with compromising ~$1 soups, tacos, etc. from the jail canteen - that I knowingly 
and politely refused to even touch, as I had no money whatsoever - lead to an “altercation” that I slept 
through. Next morning a clearly agitated Shawn was desperately looking for help from his “white old 
bro.” I tried to calm him down, and I selflessly shared with him the communist “white slave’s” most 
important survival smarts, “keep your head down, be invisible, and assume that you are nothing.” 

At the sad end, just like with countless young “revolutionaries,” - all deceived, agitated and provoked 
with “heroism” by “elite” predators - Shawn resisted the ~12 guards, foolishly provoking a fight with 
them, yelling that “he had rights... his lawyer would fight for him... would get the guards.” In less than 
a second, the professionally trained guards were on top him, kneeling on his dangerously bucking body.  

Shawn was taken out crying. He did not get to meet his newborn. The jail was in lockdown, us the many 
inmates were watching the “drama” unfold, ceremoniously kneeling. Nobody in the quiet audience ever 
even thought that the guards had been somehow cruel, or inhumane, or any such nonsense. They were 
professional, predictable, and as per later conversations, “Shawn was acting stupid.” But Shawn glanced 
at me just before his 2 second “heroic” rage, “help me old white friend.” I felt like crying right then.  

Later I was still truthful to the curious jail psychologist, “I sleep good, I eat good, I feel good, and I am 
not bothered.” As I hereby respectfully and formally request whistleblower protection from the 
crushing fraudulent forces of the Cambridge Family Court, I can still say the same: I am not 
dangerous, I have never been, nor will I ever be violent, nor do I ever agree with any violence or abuse. 
And even if I am forced to work for free, I still work hard, and love all my dear children unconditionally. 

Respectfully,  
/s/ Imre Kifor , Pro Se 1

 Signed under the pains and penalties of perjury as an Affidavit on September 7, 2020.1
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